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Editorial
Welcome to the Winter Edition
of Army Safety & Environment
Matters magazine.
Once again the past six months
have seen CESO(A) going
through an exceptionally busy
period.
We have been developing our new operating model,
which will enable us to draw benefits from the data
that has been captured from accidents and incidents,
thereby giving more support to everyone; but
crucially avoiding the ‘long handled screwdriver’!
We have also been very active in developing our
Organisational Learning, which will see genuine
safety lessons entered onto the Defence Lessons
Information Management System (DLIMS) with
appointed organisations allocated to the lessons
to take the necessary action. The review of Duty
Holding is still ongoing – see page 18 of this
magazine which has the readout from the Force
Troops Command Duty Holding and Safety Study
Day.
We have also seen considerable movement within
our small, dedicated team with some departures and
new arrivals. In particular, we are all very sorry to
see the departure of Colonel Andy Lambert CESO(A),
who leaves the Army and takes up a civilian job
in Glasgow. We wish him all the very best for the
future. Lt Colonel Richard Thorpe DCESO(A) also
departs on retirement early in the New Year.
I would like to say a very big thank you to everyone
who has contributed to this issue of the magazine.
It is your help that has resulted in this Edition
including some great articles and superb supporting
photographs.
Finally, on behalf of CESO(A), may I wish everyone a
very Happy Christmas and successful New Year and
remember – Safety is everyone’s business.
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News in Brief
CESO(A)
Environmental and
Safety Conference
2018
CESO(A) will be holding its
inaugural annual conference
on Thursday 10 May 2018 at
Army HQ between 0900 hrs
to 1700 hrs. The conference is
open to all personnel involved
in Environmental Protection and
Safety Management. Calling
notices will be issued shortly
along with the Conference
programme by SO2 Comms,
CESO(A). If there are any
queries, please contact the
Editor (see panel, above right).

CESO(A) Annual
Safety Awards
A new series of Safety Awards
has been introduced to
recognise contributions to Army
safety and EP. They are intended
to promote safety management
across the Army and to identify
contributions at the highest
level. The awards are for the
individuals who have contributed
most to safety management or
EP over the last 12 months and
the unit that has achieved the
most progress / or instituted
the most innovative approach
to safety management over the
same period.
The nominations will be
requested from SO1s Force
Protection and the winners will
be presented with achievement
certificates by DCGS, Lt Gen N
AW Pope CBE, at the CESO(A)
Conference. Details of the
criteria and nomination process
will be circulated shortly. If there
are any queries, please contact
Sharon Foster, SO2 Comms
CESO(A) on sharon.foster474@
mod.gov.uk or tel: 94393 7037
(01264) 887037.

New OC AINC
Appointed
The beginning of September
saw the arrival of Adam Neale as
the latest member
of the CESO(A)
team appointed
as the OC of the
Army Incident
Notification Cell
(AINC).

Feedback
Contact the Editor:
Mil: 9 4393 7037
Civ: 01264 88 7037
E-mail:
sharon.foster474@
mod.gov.uk

This is a Military Support Function
(MSF) role and Adam had
previously served a full career
with the Royal Artillery serving
with a variety of units. Adam
had deployed on numerous
operations in diverse locations
including Afghanistan, Falkland
Islands, Kosovo and Iraq as well
as a variety of UK emergencies
from flood defences, FMD and
civil strikes. Adam’s military
background also features time
as an Instructor in Gunnery (IG)
where he was intimately involved
in ensuring the safe delivery of
training and other range activity
for both individual and collective
training.
Having taken redundancy in 2013,
Adam attended the University
of Southampton studying for a
History BA before getting a job in
London. Realising that the ‘streets
of London are not paved with
gold’ Adam joined AINC where,
following the restructuring of
Army HQ and the adoption of the
new Army Operating Model, he
says he is looking forward to the
challenges ahead and to unlocking
the potential of the INS for the
benefit of everyone.

Equipment Reporting
AINC is the repository for ALL
incident reporting including
accidents, near misses and
equipment. These should be
reported whether an injury has
occurred or not. The form to use
is the AF510, which is easy and
quick to complete and guides you
through the process.
Remember it is in your interest
to notify the AINC as any future
claims may be difficult to pursue
if there is no official record (AINC/
AF 510); but also if the Army is
going to improve and develop
its equipment – which we all
use every day, this needs to be
reported too. See the in-depth
article about AINC on page 18.

On Reflection...
CESO(A) Col Andy Lambert
All good things must come to an end…or so the
sayings goes. As my departure from the Army
looms closer, it is certainly the way I feel about my
career and the CESO(A) role in particular. I’ll resist
the inevitable temptation to invite you to pull up
your sandbags as I wax lyrical about my adventures (see Issue 52
for all of that nonsense), but leaving the military after 33 years
offers a useful opportunity to reflect.
It is not lost on me that I have reached the end of my career
physically and mentally intact. I’m very lucky – many are not.
There is no doubt that I took stupid risks with my own safety
and those of others over the years. I got away with it – many
did not.
Perhaps age brings a greater sense of perspective regarding
health, safety and our own mortality, but I now realise that the
fact that I’m still in reasonably good nick (for my age) is largely
down to those who have worked hard over the years, both in
command and on the staff, to ensure my safety by providing
safe people to work with, a safe place, safe equipment and
safe procedures – the safe system of work. Safety is vital, often
thankless work. Its importance is frequently understated and
sometimes downright scorned or ignored. But we all have a role
to play and whilst the strap line “Safety is everyone’s business”
is rather tired, it is as true now as it has always been. I’d perhaps
tweak it to say “Safety is YOUR business”. There can then be no
doubt and no excuse to leave safety to someone else.
I hope that the Army is at least a slightly safer place than it was
two years ago when I assumed the CESO(A) position. Major and
serious accident rates have fallen sharply, we now lose far less
people in off duty road traffic accidents than hitherto and we
have an Army Safety Committee chaired by CGS that attracted
a star count of 46 when it held its inaugural meeting in April
2017. We now have demonstrably strong safety leadership
from the top echelon of the Army. However, we continue to
kill people in workplace accidents. Why? Because some of the
actions of our people are unsafe, some of our systems could
be safer (we normally only find this after the event), we lack
safety critical SQEP in key areas and some people cut corners
or come up with last minute good ideas without adequately
considering safety. Crucially, on occasions we continue to fail to
adequately supervise hazardous activity. There are many reasons
why accidents happen and we must all continue to play a part
in improving the Army’s safety performance. Not because it
makes the statistics look good… because it saves the lives of our
colleagues. Our culture could certainly be better in some areas
and we must all remember there is never an excuse for dropping
standards – what we permit, we promote. There is a lot of good
work going on in this area and the green shoots of progress are
evident. Duty Holding has helped raise the profile of safety in
the Army, but remains a stubbornly difficult concept to adopt in
the Land environment. I think we are nearly there, but we’ve not
derived the full benefits of Duty Holding yet.
So, my parting shot after 33 years is to thank all of you who
have, and continue to contribute to your own safety and the
safety of others, whatever role you are in. To those who still feel
safety gets in the way and is an impediment to military activity
– go and meet the families of those young people we have lost
in avoidable accidents, or those living with the consequences
of reckless decisions. Consider their broken lives and put
yourself in their shoes. Ask yourself if the potential gains were
worth it. Yes, there is a balance to be struck, but do not ignore
safety or the consequences of getting it wrong. A mature
approach to safety is an enabler of military activity and allows
us to lean into risk. Most importantly it protects our most vital
and precious asset, our people. Finally, I wish you all the very
best in your careers and I hope that over time, there are more
people appreciating their good health and fewer suffering the
consequences of workplace accidents. Good luck to you all.
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Article contributed by Training Governance Cell,
Regimental Training Wing, HQ Hereford Garrision

Learning to Learn:
The Truth About Hereford
There is a widely held
perception that HQ
Hereford Garrison is not
required to comply with
MOD Health and Safety
policy and we simply
accept training accidents
as an occupational
hazard. Nothing could
be further from the
truth and in practice our
training is some of the
most heavily governed
within the MOD.

Safe training is something that we
take very seriously indeed. This
includes following the Safe System
of Training (SST) framework and
conducting Risk Assessments in
order to mitigate risk to as low as
reasonably practicable (ALARP). In the
rare event that we do need to step
outside MOD policy, a full process is in
place to seek dispensations to JSPs or
legislation; this is no different to the
rest of the Army.
Our approach is to view safety
as a key enabler in our ability to
generate Forces ready for operational
deployment. We always Train
as we Fight and the very nature
of this requires us to exploit all
opportunities to train in the most
demanding conditions possible.
That said, we also train as safely
as reasonably practicable as it is
morally unacceptable to cause
injury or damage to our troops,

the environment, equipment or
infrastructure during training
activities. Furthermore, the cost of
training an individual is extremely
high; be that considered in terms of
manpower, assets, finance, time or
effort. Indeed, we approach training
as we approach operations; with
thorough planning, preparation and in
a highly professional manner.
A key aspect of this is our approach to
the Risk Assessment; leaning into risk
rather than out of it, being risk aware
rather than risk averse. Identification
and understanding of key hazards
and the likelihood of their occurrence
are crucial in order to mitigate the
risk with the application of the most
appropriate control measures. These
may include further manpower
provision or the need to inform
relevant emergency services prior to
undertaking certain training activities.
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In the past we have amended training
serials to ensure they comply with
current safety policy and regulations.
Where risk cannot be reduced to
ALARP then ownership of risk can be
elevated to an appropriate level in
order to consider the risk balance case
for conducting that particular activity.
The very nature of our work
dictates that diligence is applied to
all its aspects. This is as applicable
to training as it is to operational
planning. By applying due diligence
we can assure ourselves and the
Chain of Command that all possible
eventualities have been considered.
There are many steps within this
process to ensure that this is
completed satisfactorily and these
are then enforced throughout the
structure of HQ Hereford Garrison.
One element of this is the need to
train and educate our staff to the
appropriate standard in order to
achieve the requisite level of fully
suitably qualified and experienced
personnel (SQEP) that their role
dictates.

Should we not follow this approach
then we face risks including; injury
to our troops, reputational damage
(Alliance partners through to public
perception) and even operational
failure. Clearly this is something
that HQ Hereford Garrison takes
extremely serious and will avoid at
all cost. We must also bear in mind
that risk cannot be totally avoided
and that sometimes accidents happen
and things go wrong. In these cases
we must be prepared to control the
damage caused by applying the most
appropriate response mechanisms
such as well thought out casualty
evacuation procedures.

Whatever your specific training role
is within the MOD, the application of
the SST and risk assessments should
be your guiding principles. Follow the
steps involved with SST and produce
a thorough risk assessment and you
will not go far wrong. However, if
you choose to ignore the process or
take short cuts then there will almost
certainly be consequences to pay.
It usually means that someone else
will suffer for your omissions or acts,
possibly with life changing injuries or
worse. This is something we clearly
must all avoid.
In essence, no-one should
consider they have a right to
behave recklessly or are somehow
“too cool” for safety; it is about
protecting our personnel,
understanding and managing
risk and maximising operational
capability.
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Learning to Learn:
Firing Range Accidents
Since the formation of
Defence AIB on 1 Oct
15, the Land Branch has
deployed to numerous
range related accidents.
Three of these resulted in fatalities
and many of the others could have
had a much more serious outcome,
but a large proportion of them could
have been avoided altogether.
These accidents have seen varying
degrees of severity, but all have
resulted in either
death or injury
to personnel.

Analysis has
identified key
common factors
1. Weak planning process.
2. Poor supervision.
3. Inadequate safety
briefings.
4. Poor weapon handling.
5. Inappropriate dress states.
6. Poor record keeping.

So what can be
done to reduce
these accidents?
Planning Process
The Chain of Command (CoC) which
appoints an individual to plan and
conduct a range activity must ensure
that they are current and competent,
fully briefed on the training objectives
and understand the desired outcomes.
At appropriate stages in the planning
process updates must be shared
with the CoC regarding manning,
competencies and any administration
requirements. A mentor assigned
to the less experienced should be
encouraged and seen as the norm
and not a hindrance. The range staff
should be made to feel they have
support from the CoC.

Supervision
All commanders have a responsibility to ensure
that appropriate supervision is employed during
any activity. The chain starts with the Exercise
Director (Ex Dir), then Senior Planning Officer, then
Planning Officer / Conducting Officer, then Safety
Supervisor (SS), then Firer. The Ex Dir to the SS all
have an important part to play and any failure in this
supervisory chain will have an impact on safety.

Entry point in
left shoulder

During range practices, safety supervision needs to
be first class as the consequences of anything less
could be catastrophic. Safety supervision does not
start when the soldiers are about to commence
firing, it starts when the soldiers arrive on the range
complex. Range Conducting Officers (RCOs) need
to take ownership of the safe conduct of a range
practice and this includes supervision of the SS. All
staff should remain approachable and engaging at all
times and promote a culture of safety and learning.
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Safety Briefings
On too many occasions, individuals
pay lip service to the most important
element of any range activity, the
‘safety brief’. This lays the foundations
for a successful range practice. All
range participants (SS, firers and
supporting staff) need to be present
and fully rehearsed in the role they
have to play. Critically, this includes a
detailed ‘walkthrough talk through’ in
accordance with Pamphlet 21. Once
again, this responsibility sits with
the RCO. The briefings need to be
clear, accurate, comprehensive and
confirmed. Any pertinent points to the
range activity need to be explained at
a level that can be understood by all,
which will be dependent on the levels
of experience of all participants, which
needs to be carefully assessed.

Weapon Handling
Firers need to ensure that the skills
and drills previously taught are
implemented on the range. Both
safety and tactical appreciation should
be employed at all times; clearly
the safety aspect is the number one
priority. Although individuals have
the responsibility for their personal
weapon handling, this is confirmed
and supported by good safety
supervision. Understandably, the
supervisor’s eyes can’t be everywhere;
however, an appreciation of the
greatest risk must be managed
accordingly.
1

The New Zealand Defence Force
has a good strapline in this respect:
“Mission first – safety always”.

Dress States
Pamphlet 21, the range ‘bible’
(above), outlines the rules and
regulations for range activities,
including dress states. The RCO, prior
to any range activity commencing,
must ensure that all participants are
dressed correctly for the activity.
A visual check is mandated during
the safety brief; however, dress states
should also be physically checked prior
to conduct of the practice.

The Operational Deployment Record
(ODR)2 is available to capture all
competencies upon completion of
a range activity. This process should
be implemented and recognised that
this is the final stage of the conduct
process. From an investigation point
of view, the ODR is a vital piece of
evidence which will be used to prove
competence.
2

ODR Address – http://lfportal.
landforces.r.mil.uk/ApplicationPortal/
ODR/default.aspx

Record Keeping
Although not directly attributable to
an incident occurring, record keeping
has an important role to play in
order to ensure all participants are
at the correct level of training and
appropriately qualified to participate
in any activity. RCOs, during the
planning process, must ensure that
all personnel are at the required level
of competency. If not, this must be
highlighted to the CoC in the first
instance.

h t t p s : / / w w w. a r m y n e t . m o d . u k / a r m y s a f e t y
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These steps are just some
pointers that should aid
in the reduction of range
related accidents causing
injury to Service Personnel.
If you have any more ideas
on how range related
accidents could be prevented
or a safer practice that could
be introduced then it should
be brought to the attention
of HQ Small Arms School
Corps and CESO(A) through
the CoC.
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Article contributed by Adrian Sinclair

Learning to Learn:
Safety Case Management
An introduction to the
Army Headquarters
(AHQ) Safety Case
Management Team
Imagine, you are driving down a road
and you see a wheel overtake you,
nothing else, just a wheel. You have
that momentary shock where you
think... ‘Oh!’ Suddenly the vehicle
lurches and you realise that actually
that’s your wheel!
I don’t have to imagine this scenario,
it happened to me whilst travelling
through Hungerford with a trailer
on the back of a car. The wheel had
fallen off the trailer and it was just by
chance that it didn’t hit a pedestrian
on the other side of the road, who
very kindly returned the wheel to us.
You would think that after this
experience I would check the wheel
nuts on my car regularly, but I don’t.
In the same way that I use a hire
car for work purposes and don’t
check the wheel nuts, but then how
often do wheels fall off? That really
depends on what you’re driving. For
instance, military Land Rovers have

had a number of incidents this year
where a wheel has quite literally fallen
off. It seems that the wheel nuts are
working loose and allowing the wheel
to become detached. So far we have
been fortunate in that nobody has
been seriously hurt.
Wheel detachment isn’t restricted
to one locale, the drivers don’t
appear to be driving in a manner they
shouldn’t and there are no reports
of contributory factors, i.e. off-road
driving, use of trailers, etc.
The whole thing has caused much
discussion and some head scratching.
I head up a team dedicated to
equipment Safety Case Management
(SCM) on behalf of AHQ and this has
been a hot topic for us.
The team was initially formed in
December 2016. Since then it’s been
a race to recruit and train the team
members as quickly as possible in
order to provide the maximum
benefit to AHQ.
The vagaries of recruiting and the
availability of courses has meant that
process is ongoing, but the team is
assembled and starting to pick up the
management of Equipment Safety
Cases and we are working hard to fit
in the necessary training.

The final member is a former IT
manager for a foreign partner.
They are directed to monitor and
scrutinise Safety Case Reports (SCR),
and will work closely with DE&S
Service Delivery Managers and AHQ
equipment teams to ensure that
Suitably Qualified and Experienced
Personnel (SQEP) attend Equipment
Safety and Environmental Panel (SEP)
meetings. In this way we help to
ensure that equipment supplied to
the Field Army is as intrinsically safe
as possible.
We strongly advocate user
attendance at SEP meetings where
applicable. This allows the user to get
an insight into the work that goes
on in the background to ensure that
the equipment supplied is as safe as
possible to use. Correspondingly, their
input educates the panel on how the
equipment is actually used and feeds
directly into improving safety of the
platform.
The SCM team should be the first
point of contact if you can’t reach
the AHQ desk officer regarding an
Equipment Safety Case. If they can’t
answer your query they will ensure
that it gets to the most appropriate
person available.

The team is an eclectic bunch
with backgrounds as diverse as a
career civil servant with extensive
SC management experience to a
complete rookie who brings a fresh
perspective to all that we do.
It includes a team member
with 30 years’ military rotary
aviation experience and
three other former REME
personnel.
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The issue of Land Rover wheel
detachment is being aggressively
addressed. There have been a number
of investigations including metallurgical
checks on the mounting studs and
nuts and checking the dimensions of
each to assess wear and tear.
A modification (Mod 46) has been
issued to remove and check each
wheel, torque load the nuts and fit
wheel nut indicators. In this way there
is a visual indicator to see if the wheel
nuts are becoming loose.
There has been a comprehensive
Safety Notice via Email (SNvE) issued
with additional information; this has
been amended recently to ensure the
information is completely up to date.
There are warnings on JAMES and
each vehicle has a target date of the
31st December 2017 to complete
the modification and record it on
JAMES.

The mention of JAMES leads me
back to the team, which is currently
learning about the new environment
they find themselves in and
undertaking appropriate training.
This includes using a lot of online
resources such as JAMES, eCassandra,

SLIM, DAIB, AINC, DA CMT ...the
list is seemingly endless, but they are
taking to the task with a passion.
If you need to contact us about a
safety issue then see below:

Army Headquarters Safety Case Management Team
Adrian
Sinclair

Email: Adrian.Sinclair738@mod.gov.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-TechSafety-SO1

Tel: 01264 886776
Mil: 94393 6776

Anne
Adams

Email: Anne.Adams110@mod.gov.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-TechSafety-SCM1

Tel: 01264 887662
Mil: 94393 7662

Peter
Brayford

Email: Peter.Brayford806@mod.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-TechSafety-SCM2

Tel: 01264 886705
Mil: 94393 6705

Robert
Mayell

Email: Robert.Mayell126@mod.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-TechSafety-SCM3

Tel: 01264 886746
Mil: 94393 6746

Keith
Dickson

Email: Keith.Dickson210@mod.gov.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-TechSafety-SCM4

Tel: 01264 887762
Mil: 94393 7726

Andy
Pickering

Email: Andrew.Pickering335@mod.gov.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-Techsafety-SCM5

Tel: 01264 886640
Mil: 94393 6640

Andrew
Rex

Email: Andrew.Rex100@mod.gov.uk
Role: Army Sp-Int-TechSafety-SCM6

Tel: 01264 886640
Mil: 94393 6640

Article contributed by Captain (AIW) Ian Milton SASC Pg Cert, Defence AIB

Accident Prevention
Accident prevention has traditionally
been based on learning from accidents
and near misses...
By investigating every incident, we learn about causes and
consequences and can take action towards mitigating or
removing the causes and/or minimising the consequences.
One problem with this approach is that we have not
been able to develop, in the absence of sufficiently good
theories, investigation methods which would bring up
all the relevant factors for prevention. An investigation
may give a fairly good picture about the causes; however,
this picture is usually relevant only for the specific case
investigated. Generalising from one accident to other
situations bears a degree of risk that the conclusions may
not be valid in all similar scenarios.
Fortunately there are people working with a sense of
purpose, often behind the scenes, towards understanding
and managing safety and accident prevention better, and
their efforts have not been wasted.

Our understanding of accident prevention and safety is on
a far higher level than ever before. Over the last few years
knowledge about accidents has evolved considerably. We
have left behind the simplistic model of dividing behaviour
and conditions into two categories: safe or unsafe. The rigid
belief that any activity can be placed into either category
has been put aside as more sophisticated, systemic models
have been developed and been proven to be effective in
managing safety.
The simple division of behaviours and conditions into safe
and unsafe does not lead very far towards prevention. The
credit for progress has to be given to systems management.
After understanding that humans, their tasks, their
equipment and the environment make up a dynamic
system, we have made considerable progress towards more
effective accident prevention.
If one component is changed, the others do not remain the
same, and the ultimate safety effect is hard to estimate in
advance.
Continued...
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One of the newer steps in safety management is the notion
of a safety culture, which may be difficult to grasp
since culture is not a visible entity. It is an abstract concept
prevailing within an organisation or society. There are no
direct ways of adjusting it and it is difficult to measure.
Safety culture is, however, a crucial concept for
understanding the possibilities of prevention.
This safety culture relates to all elements of the military
community; let’s take fitness and weapon training for
example… units are mandated to conduct 3x fitness
sessions per week, and rightly so, in order to maintain
fitness standards, however, nothing is in place for weapon
training. Surely one or more sessions per week on weapon
training would reduce the possibility of a Negligent
Discharge? You may be thinking where does this stop?
There isn’t enough time in the day/week to programme one
or more sessions of training for all other activities which
might lead to an accident, but where does the greatest risk
lie? Commanders at all levels need to be aware of where
the greatest risks are and take appropriate action to prevent
an accident occurring.

There exists a good deal of common sense knowledge
on many types of risks. For example, if you work at a
height, you may fall; if it is slippery underfoot, then you
may slip; and if there are sharp objects nearby, you may
cut yourself. However, many types of risk, not apparent
to common sense, may be overlooked. With regard to
these, the individual must be informed of the risk, e.g.
noise causes hearing damage (range activity for example).
Our knowledge of types of risk, from the most to the least
conspicuous, whether gained through everyday experience
or through research efforts, is mostly based on past events.
However, it is one thing to know what has happened, and
another to assess what will happen in the future.

Factors Determining Risk
The factors which are of greatest relevance in determining a
safety related risk are:
1.

Factors which determine the presence or absence (or
potential) of risks of any sort.

2.

Factors which either increase or decrease the
probability of these risks resulting in accidents or
injuries.

An accident may be described as the result of a chain of
events in which something has gone wrong, resulting in an
undesired conclusion.

3.

Factors affecting the seriousness of accidents
associated with these risks.

A sufficiently complete and accurate view of the state of
affairs with respect to workplace accidents can be gained
by means of a comprehensive reporting and recordkeeping system. Analyses of well-prepared accident
reports, including near misses, can give a picture of the
basic relationships essential to understanding the causes
of the accidents. In order to estimate the magnitude of the
problem in detail, a determination of risk factors is essential.
Knowledge of the relevant risk factors can be obtained
by analysing the detailed information provided with each
accident record as to where individuals were located when
the accident occurred, what they were doing or handling,
by what means, what damages or injuries occurred and
other particulars surrounding the accident.

Structure of Accidents

Concepts of Accident Analysis

Risk

The belief that accidents are caused and, therefore, can be
prevented makes it imperative for us to study those factors
which are likely to favour the occurrence of accidents.
By studying such factors, the root causes of accidents can
be isolated and necessary steps can be taken to prevent
the recurrence of the accidents. These root causes of
accidents can be grouped as “causal” and “contributory”.
The immediate causes are unsafe acts of the worker and
unsafe working conditions. The contributory factors could
be management-related factors, the environment and
the physical and mental condition of the individual. A
combination of causes usually converges in order to result
in an accident.

And Finally

Risk measurement / management can be made on the basis
of analysing the activity from first principles. The risk of
injury to individuals may be described by two types of data:
1.

A description of the type of risk or element of danger
provides not only an indication of the exposure
sources and other harmful factors which may cause an
accident, but also an indication of the circumstances
leading to injury or damage.

2.

Assessment of risk provides an estimate of the likely
frequency of injuries and an estimate of the seriousness
(impact) of the injury.

To summarise, we all have an important role to play when it
comes to Accident Prevention. Embedding a Safety Culture
within your place of work will raise the bar in identifying
risks, which may prevent an accident occurring. Record
keeping is something that we, as an Army, could do better.
The Chain of Command must actively encourage the audit
process. As an investigator, this is extremely useful and will
be shared as best practice to those who do it well.
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Learning Account
Pegasus Company (P Coy) – Heat Casualties on 25 May 17
c. 0645hrs – Course steps off.
d. 0845hrs – Training suspended due to WBGT
reading. Course conducted a controlled return to
camp*.
e. 0915hrs – 1st soldier presented symptoms of heat illness
and was treated accordingly.
`Safe working practices and a safe environment
are key Force Protection measures that need to be
implemented to maintain fighting power`.

Overview
What follows is a good practice example of a Unit
conducting training and dynamically suspending it due to
risk factors identified.

Context and Background
P Coy were conducting a loaded march on Catterick
Training Area (CTA) on 25 May 17. The event was cut short
when the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) heat index
reached the maximum permitted limit of 24 degrees for
un-acclimatised personnel. OC P Coy stopped the activity
and directed a controlled return back to camp; it was whilst
moving back to camp when a soldier presented symptoms
of heat illness. Another soldier presented symptoms upon
finishing the event.
The ‘Land of Nod’ loaded march was a planned
programmed event on the All Arms Parachute Selection
(AAPS) syllabus. The event is a 10.52 mile march completed
in 2 hr 32 mins. It is designed to establish, under formative
conditions, that candidates have the mental and physical
robustness required to complete the 10-mile Loaded March,
the first event on the summative phase of AAPS. Both
soldiers were suitably prepared for the course. All necessary
safety briefs and medical cover were in place and the event
was delivered in accordance with JSP 539. A dynamic risk
assessment was undertaken by the PTI before the event
and modified throughout, and the start time was brought
forward to 0645 (the earliest possible given ITC meal
timing restrictions) to factor in the forecasted temperatures
for the day.

What Happened
a. 0600hrs – P Coy Briefing. The P Coy RAPTCI delivered
a detailed Powerpoint presentation which included the
route, all water stops, safety / med cut offs, casevac plan
and troops to tasks.

f. 0920hrs – 2nd soldier presented symptoms of heat
illness and was treated accordingly.

First Aid / Medical Arrangements
Upon presenting symptoms of heat illness, both casualties
were treated immediately by the medics / doctor and
extracted to the ITC Medical Centre on camp, prior to
onward travel to hospital. Both individuals were kept in
hospital for 24 hours for observation prior to release. Both
candidates then attended INM Gosport for follow-up tests.

Why the Incident Happened
All appropriate safety measures were in place and all
procedures and policy adhered to. The P Coy staff and the
remainder of the course presented no symptoms of heat
illness. Both casualties had prepared appropriately for the
course and had performed well up until then.

Detail of Good Practice Identified
The ability to deploy the WBGT to the location on the
training area where the event was to be conducted was
vital in providing OC P Coy accurate and timely data to
inform his decision to stop the activity. The inclusion of
extra water stops and medical cut-offs (participants
continuously assessed and placed on safety
vehicles if presenting even minor early signs
of heat injury) further reduced risk. ITC are
sourcing additional WBGTs in order for
them to be carried in the safety vehicle
and the temperature checked at each
water stop as a minimum. This is
an additional measure to the
procedures already in place
at ITC.
* Excellent example
of dynamic risk
assessment activated
by the Commander
on the ground – safe
systems
of training
						
at the forefront.

b. 0635hrs – PTI leads a warm up for the course.
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Article contributed by David Challes, DepHed, Defence AIB

Lessons Learned
Recent Defence AIB reports
In order to increase the opportunities to prevent future accidents by learning from previous accidents, Defence
AIB is publicising links to recently published Service Inquiries (SI) reports, Non-Statutory Inquiry (NSI) Safety
Investigation reports (SIR) and Deployment Records (DR)*.

YAK 52 Crash, Boscombe Down – SI

Reservists Deaths, Brecon Beacons – SI
On 13 Jul 13, during a military exercise on the Brecon
Beacons, a number of Service personnel succumbed
to exertional heat illness, due to the demanding
physical nature of the exercise and the prevailing
temperatures. Of those who succumbed, two
Reservists died that day, and a third died in hospital
on 30 Jul 13. There were a further eight heat illness
casualties of which three were hospitalised after the
event. The Service Inquiry Panel concluded that four
causal factors led directly to the incident: all three
Reservists died from the effects of hyperthermia
caused by exertional heat illness; their training was
not to the same level as Regular personnel; the
exercise planners did not ensure that there was a
Safe System of Training in place; and finally, there
was a widespread lack of understanding of exertional
heat illness. Published extracts of the Service Inquiry
Report can be found at: https://www.gov.uk/government/

On 8 Jul 16 a Yak 52, tail number G-YAKB,
crashed into a field west of Boscombe Down
following an unsuccessful forced landing, having
indicated they had a major malfunction with the
aircraft. The rear seat occupant, who was the Pilot
in Command suffered major injuries, however
the front seat occupant, a RAF test pilot from
ETPS was fatally injured. The Service Inquiry Panel
concluded that the engine failure and subsequent
failed forced landing was the causal factor in the
accident. The Service Inquiry Panel also found
many contributory factors present that made the
accident more likely. A full copy of the Service
Inquiry Report can be found at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/collections/service-inquiry-si

The Aircraft Accident Summary can be found
at: http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/
Orgs/HOCS/Organisations/Orgs/DSEA/Pages/
AircraftAccidentSummaries2016.aspx

collections/service-inquiry-si

Challenger 2 Leg Crush, BATUS – SI
During an exercise on BATUS training area, a crew
member of a Challenger 2 Main Battle Tank became
entrapped in the turret, resulting in serious injury.
The subsequent Defence AIB investigation found
that the causal factor for the incident was the crew
man placing his foot outside the recognised safe
area while the Gun Control Equipment was live
and operated. The safety investigation report can
be found at: http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/2/
Docs8/20170824.1/20170913-DAIB-16-018_CR2_Turret_
entrapment_FINAL-OS.pdf

* A Defence AIB Deployment Record is issued following deployment of investigators to an accident or incident but when no formal investigation is subsequently
conducted. It summarises what the investigators found
and reports
this back to the stakeholders. DRs are included here for the benefit of DSA Regulators
© Crown
copyright
and HQ staff but are not circulated widely to TLBs as they are not the result of formal investigations.
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Mastiff 3 Fire, CTA – SI
Whilst the vehicle was negotiating a steep
decline on a gravelled road on Catterick
Training Area (CTA), the vehicle hit a series of
pot holes. A loud bang was heard from the
front of the vehicle and shortly after white
smoke was seen emanating from the louvres
of the bonnet which progressed into a fire
within the engine compartment. Through the
subsequent investigation, it was found that
the battery mounting frame construction was
not configured as per the manufacturer’s specification. This resulted in the auxiliary battery installation LH side
assembly collapsing and trapping an electrical harness between the underside of the auxiliary battery tray and the
top of the auxiliary battery installation LH side assembly. The trapped electrical harness then short circuited and
overheated due to an excessive current draw. The safety investigation report can be found at: http://defenceintranet.
diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/2/Docs8/20170824.1/20170921_16_005_MASTIFF_Vehicle_fire_FINAL-OS.pdf

Foxhound Structural Failure,
Op TORAL – NSI
During a transit within the perimeter of Hamid
Karzai Airport, Kabul a Foxhound suffered a
catastrophic loss of control which resulted in the
vehicle rolling over, coming to rest on its wheels.
The main structural attachments between the crew
pod and chassis failed and, as a result, the pod
became detached from the chassis. The detachment
of the rear left tie rod at the outer ball joint was
the single causal factor in the accident. Four of the
five crew of the vehicle suffered injuries of a greater
magnitude than could be expected due to no or
less than full harnesses used and the lack of security
of items within the crew compartment.
The safety investigation report can be found at:
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/2/Docs8/
20170503.1/20170615-DAIB_16_36_FHD_Final-OS.pdf

Warrior Fire, BATUS – SI
During an exercise on BATUS training area, the
subject vehicle was taking part in a serial involving
live firing of both the 30mm main armament and
7.62mm co-axial chain gun, in conjunction with
dismounted infantry operations. During this activity,
the vehicle crew became aware of a fire and
vacated the vehicle. After unsuccessful attempts to
fight the fire, a safety cordon was established and
the vehicle was left to burn before a subsequent
controlled explosion was conducted to make the
vehicle and surrounding area safe. The Defence AIB
investigation found that the subject vehicle was lost
due to an uncontained outbreak of fire, however,
the subsequent controlled destruction of the vehicle
prevented a casual factor being determined.
The safety investigation report can be found at:
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/2/Docs8/20170824.
1/20170922-DAIB_16_015_Warrior-Fire-FINAL-OS.pdf
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Contributed by Adam Neale, OIC AINC

AINC – What’s that all about?
While most people within the Army are
familiar with the acronym ‘AINC’, what
does it mean and what’s it all about?

operating many dangerous equipments, the Army has
adopted a very proactive approach to safety and risk
management – after all, safety is everyone’s business.
Whilst there is still the unforeseen incident as well as
incidents linked to stupidity, the situation is improving.

The Army Incident Notification Cell or AINC forms part
The fall in the number of major incidents reported is
of CESO(A) and was established in 2005 to provide a
illustrated in Graphic 1 (below). There has been a 40%
‘one stop shop’ for all incident reporting across the
reduction in the number of major incidents reported
Army. This includes all Regular and Reserve forces,
in Q1 this year compared to the number reported in
either on or off duty, as well as all Cadets, MOD
Q1 14/15. The trend is showing a significant rate of
Civilians and any contractors working on military sites.
decline in the number of major incidents that would
In theArticle:
beginning all reports were in paper form and
Magazine
indicate an improving situation for safety in the Army.
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the
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A success story

Success Story.

Since AINC’s inception, the Army has made massive

As alluded to above, safety is everyone’s business.
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“So what
happens?”
When the AINC receives
an incident notification an
auto-acknowledgement
is sent to the ‘Reporting
Person’ – if you don’t
get one, AINC haven’t
received your AF510.
The AF510 is processed,
reviewed and added
to the database. This
database holds all the
incidents received by AINC
since 2005, information
from which is available
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as many incidents as those that occur whilst training or on exercise, which is obviously linked to
our primary purpose of preparing for operations. Simple things like slips, trips and falls or a bang
on the head cause many of the incidents, but they all lead to a number of days off for the injured
person. That means a loss of capability for the unit and more work for all of those
remaining.appropriate
encourage

behavioural action, CESO(A)
has instigated a drive to analyse the data in a better
and more efficient manner, in order to produce timely,
useful information and to inform all levels of the
Army.

Graphic 2 – Incident Mechanism 2014-2017
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through the AINC OC. The AF510 is intended to

“I’ve never heard of any reports
coming out of CESO(A)!”
Well you should have! AINC produces a weekly
summary available to everyone via the CESO(A)
MOSS page. The weekly summary allows for the
identification of any of your incidents, as well as
the providing continuous awareness of incidents for
everyone, at all levels in the Army. You only have
to look at it! Of course, the principles of the Data
Protection Act have to be taken into account and
therefore the information contained in the summary is
anonymised.
The important piece here is that CESO(A) makes use
of and builds on the great work being done by the
wider Army in reporting incidents to us. This means
analysing and identifying lessons that can be turned
into genuine action that may mitigate against a similar
accident happening again. Action needs to lead to
something changing to make the Army a safer place
for its personnel.

When the AINC receive an incident notification an auto-acknowledgement is sent to the ‘Reporting
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a notification
Experts
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is
undertaken
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personnel.
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will also
that the
complete an AF510A – Causes and
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orunit
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more
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Learning Account. MJPs are principally
Effects
Form.
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the
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to
investigate
each
categories (set out in ACSO 3216) a notification of
incident, as well as to provide detail to help with any future lessons that may be
identified. When
concerned
with identifying circumstances that need to
the incident
willisbe
sent to
the unit
CO because
complete
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to AINC
for inclusion
with the incident recordbe
andaddressed
the information
by improved controls such as amending
and and
accountable
all their
ithe/she
containsis
is responsible
used to aid analysis
identificationfor
of trends.

Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs). A copy
personnel. This notification will also request that the
of the outcome of the MJP is uploaded against the
unit complete an AF510A – Causes and Effects Form.
original incident within INS. With this structure, and
This
is to reports
assist the
unit
to receives
complyare
with
itstomandated
The
incident
that the
AINC
crucial
the Army’s drive to minimise safety
using the tools we have at our disposal, there is a very
related
incidents,to
saving
lives, maintaining
our soldiers’
obligations
investigate
each incident,
aswell-being
well as and
to protecting equipment and
good opportunity for information sharing and the
provide detail to help with any future lessons that may
genuine learning of lessons.
be identified. When complete the AF510A is returned
to AINC for inclusion with the incident record and
The final piece of information sharing that is being
the information it contains is used to aid analysis and
developed by CESO(A) involves the production of a
identification of trends.
quarterly synopsis to identify higher level themes
or groups of similar incidents, that have consistent
characteristics which could possibly indicate
an institutional failing in policy or a systematic
breakdown in a capability area such as training or
The incident reports that the AINC receives are
equipment.
crucial to the Army’s drive to minimise safety related
incidents, saving lives, maintaining our soldiers’
These themes will then be scrutinised by an MJP at
well-being and protecting equipment and scarce
Army HQ to identify lessons and recommendations to
resources. So, rather than just storing this data, AINC
direct change to prevent further incidents occurring.
analyses it, turns it into useful information and shares
Once identified, the lessons are entered on to the
it with the right people and organisations in order
Defence Lessons Identified Management System
to try to prevent similar incidents occurring. We in
(DLIMS) with a Senior Point of Authority (SPA) and a
CESO(A) acknowledge that we have in the past not
Supporting Action Manager (SAM) allocated to ensure
made best use of the data we hold. So to improve
that the action is taken.
the Army’s safety information sharing, as well as to
It’s a Black Hole?

“Is AINC a black hole?”
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Graphic 3 –
Incident
Flow Chart

We are the champions!

The flow chart graphic above shows the
route an incident, or group of incidents,
take when being considered and acted
on at all levels, potentially right up
to consideration at the Army Safety
Committee chaired by CGS.

With the Army’s help, through good incident reporting, CESO(A)
is able to engage with and influence key decision makers at the
highest level within Army HQ (and the RN and RAF) on safety
matters. Our goal on your behalf, is to make a difference. If you
need to know more about the material contained in this article,
then please contact Martyn Cox – SO1 Safety Management in
CESO(A).

The graphic below shows a pictorial
illustration of the CESO(A) Safety and
Performance Operating Model capturing
at a high level who, how and in what
strand of the process activity sits.

Finally on behalf of CESO(A) – Thanks for all your help and
keep those AF510s coming!

Graphic 4 – CESO(A) Safety and Performance Operating Model
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There have been occasions when the Army
has been guilty of not correctly risk assessing
activity. This article hopes to highlight what is
actually a straightforward requirement.
A Risk Assessment is a systematic method of looking
at work activities, considering what could go wrong,
and deciding on suitable control measures to prevent
loss, damage or injury. It should identify the controls
needed to remove, reduce or minimise the risks. This is
a legal requirement and the Army has well-established
procedures (JSP 375 Pt 2 Vol1, Ch 8) and tools (MOD
Form 5010).The principles of Risk Assessment apply in
all cases. However, JSP 375 recognises that the process
has to cover a wide range of activities and that there are
different approaches to Risk Assessment which are valid
under specific circumstances, as defined in the box (right).
It is the responsibility of the Commander to ensure that
the Risk Assessment is suitable and effective and that
associated control measures are maintained. Through years
of refinement the documents should be robust. However,
as the Roman author Pliny the Elder said (2,000 years ago),
“The only certainty is that nothing is certain”, or in today’s
version “**** happens”!
Risk Assessments are live documents which should be
maintained and updated to reflect new events and
changing circumstances. In all cases, Risk Assessments
should consider what is needed to provide a Safe System of
Work or Safe System of Training.
Consider the following key elements of the Risk Assessment
process and if there are uncertainties which should be
reflected within the planning for future events.
• A safe place – Are there other processes / activities
taking place at the same time? Have changes to the
physical environment been taken into account, e.g.
weather, temperature, presence of third parties?
• Safe equipment – Measures taken to eliminate hazards
through design / planning of activity? Measures to
reduce the hazard through isolation of the hazard or
engineering controls? Are these fully functional? Is the
equipment being used as per the training for its use?
Is all the maintenance up to date? Any feedback from
manufacturers on adequacy of controls? Feedback from
end-users on adequacy of equipment?

Generic Risk Assessment – Suitable for common
activities that share the same hazards and controls,
which can be addressed through a generic Risk
Assessment, Standing Orders, Safe Systems of Work
etc. This should only be used where the Commander
/ manager considers control measures identified and
implemented are sufficient to reduce the risk to as
low as reasonably practicable (ALARP), regardless of
the individuals involved and circumstances where it
takes place. It should be checked each time before
starting the activity.
Risk Assessment – The default approach which
should consider all foreseeable hazards arising
from all activities and processes present, as well as
consideration of hazards relating to the physical
environment. It considers the specifics associated
with the location and the potential for more than
one activity to be taking place, with cumulative
issues possible. It allows for variations in individuals,
including consideration of specific groups or those not
familiar with the activity or the proposed methods of
control. It allows a tailored approach to deliver a level
of risk that is ALARP and tolerable through a wellconstructed systematic procedure – Risk Assessments.
Dynamic Risk Assessment – In rapidly changing or
uncertain environments, it is not possible to foresee
all hazards. While a Risk Assessment may have
been produced, it may prove inadequate for the
circumstances and a dynamic Risk Assessment may
be required when faced with unexpected hazards.
These are only to be used if a delay in making the
assessment would increase the risk of harm.
A retrospective written Risk Assessment should
be provided to capture evidence of the dynamic
assessment of risk and to record control measures
applied, especially where the process identifies a
significant residual risk. These are more likely to apply
during operations, exercise or arduous training than
routine activities.

• Safe practices – Clarity on procedures? Are they robust?
Up to date? Are staff trained? Have there been previous
incidents which require changes to the practices to assist
with safety? Is appropriate PPE available, are individuals
trained in its use, are the practices correctly applied and
is supervision required?
• Safe people – Has there been a change in command?
Are there individuals with physical or medical conditions
or cultural differences that could affect the findings?
Are staff new to / familiar with the process? Are there
sufficient staff to manage the process (including ability
to respond to emergencies)? Are they competent and a
SQEP – Suitable, Qualified, Experienced Person?

Risk Assessments are essential for identifying
and controlling hazards. Keep them up to date
and use them wisely.
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Contributed by Lt Col (Retd) Nev Bagley, SO1 FP FTC

Force Troops Command (FTC)
Duty Holding and Safety Study Day
As the Operating Duty Holder
(ODH) for FTC, GOC FTC, Maj Gen
Urch CBE, held a Duty Holding
and Safety Study Day on the 6th
September 2017 in the Newcome
Hall, Larkhill.
The GOC welcomed DG DSA, Lt Gen
Richard Felton CBE, Bde Comds and
COs to the meeting emphasising
the importance he places on safety
across his Command. This was the first FTC Conference of
this size, due primarily to the number and diversity of units
within FTC and the GOC encouraged Duty Holders at all
levels to take an active part in the discussions throughout
the day. The theme of the day was to highlight how
hugely beneficial the introduction of Duty Holding had
been in identifying risk and ensuring that it is held at the
appropriate level, and to provide examples of how we can
improve further still.
He categorised those involved in Duty Holding into 3 areas.
• Category 1: “The Ninjas” who have a detailed
knowledge of Duty Holding and Safety and are
acknowledged experts in their field.
• Category 2: “The Nervous but Competent” grouping
who, with some guidance, understand what they need
to do as part of their Duty Holding responsibilities.
• Category 3: Those who view Duty Holding as a
burden – the GOC expressed his hope that there was no
one in that category in the conference room!
The GOC went on to explain that Duty Holding was
introduced following the Haddon-Cave Report into the
Nimrod disaster in 2006 and encouraged all Duty Holders
to read at least the Executive Summary of the Report.
Attendees spanned across the Duty Holding and Safety
community, from the 3* DG DSA to those holding the
position of Delivery Duty Holder at Unit Command.
The event was structured to provide an understanding of
the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974 and how it
applies to the military, as well as providing details of how
Defence sets out the Regulation, Standards and Policy that
underpins the safety requirements of everything we do
from Headquarters through to the soldier on the ground.
Whilst the Duty Holding construct provides the framework
for the management of risks by identifying hazards and
applying control measures, it is the application of Duty of
Care that is paramount. Lt Col Tim Child (SO1 Legal FTC)
set out this legal Duty of Care obligation under the Health
& Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974, with Col Robert Cosgrove,
(Defence Land Systems Safety Regulator) informing the
audience of how this is translated into Defence Regulations.
The day continued with Col Andy Lambert (CESO(A))
presenting on a number of issues including the need for
detailed Risk Assessments and improved reporting of Near
Misses. He emphasised that “Leaders Set The Safety Tone”.

He then followed on by informing the audience of the
proposed revision to the Army Duty Holder structure that is
currently under consideration.
Col Nick Richardson, Comd ATG(A) briefed on
Adventurous Training (AT). He explained that AT should
provide those taking part with controlled exposure to risk.
As part of the detailed planning arrangements, units need
to ensure that their Unit AT Officer is formally trained and
that the Risk Assessments include a suitable Medical Plan
appropriate to the area in which the activity is to take place.
CO MOD LH then spoke on the level of scrutiny that comes
with catastrophic incidents and how important it is to get
the governance right from the outset. Safety is not a “black
art”, but relies on good judgement. He stressed that the
revised JSP 539 and supporting leaflets, provide guidance
on the management of Climate Injuries. Training staff must
be current and competent including being fully conversant
with these revised documents.
DG DSA then went on to emphasise his passion for Safety
and highlighted that the MOD had received two Crown
Censures in the past 12 months. He stated that Safety in
Leadership and an evident commitment to a positive safety
culture WILL save lives by preventing avoidable accidents.
He then provided the conference with a sobering case
study that demonstrated how easy it is for things to go
wrong. He also acknowledged that Suitably Qualified and
Experienced Personnel (SQEP) were difficult to find in all
cases and in particular those with an element of experience.
He concluded his presentation with an explanation of
the current Strategic Risks that Defence faces including:
Management of Change, a lack of SQEP, Fire Safety issues,
Fuel & Gas Infrastructure issues and a general lack of
independent Assurance.
The Study Day closed with a Question and Answer session
with the key speakers. Key Q&As were as follows:
• CESO(A) reiterated his belief that sport should not be
covered by the Duty Holding structure. Instead, such
activity should be arranged in accordance with the
standards set by the National Governing Body for the
relevant Sport.
• DG DSA stated that he had directed that greater
diligence is applied to Parachuting and Diving activities.
Concern was also expressed to him in respect of the level
and availability of SQEP; DG DSA responded by saying
that it was about having the right competency to provide
the right advice.
Overall, it was agreed by those attending that the Study
Day proved to be a great success and provided an excellent
opportunity to network with those stakeholders involved
at the highest levels in delivering Safety across the Army.
It was also noted that there had been huge benefit from
being able to engage with fellow commanders who deliver
Duty Holding and Safety across Force Troops Command.
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Avoiding Cold Injury
Although there is much focus on
heat injuries in the Army, cold injuries
remain a significant issue.
The effects of cold, in either wet or dry conditions on the
body can occur throughout the year in the UK, as well
as in more obvious cold training environments such as
Norway and Canada. Freezing cold injuries (Frostnip and
Frostbite) (FCI) have become uncommon in UK military
personnel relative to non-freezing cold injuries (NFCI,
‘trench foot’). Notably, NFCIs can occur in conditions that
are not particularly cold. If unidentified or inappropriately
treated they may lead to avoidable medical downgrading
or discharge. Pain induced by NFCI can be chronic and
disabling in otherwise healthy individuals. It can be
career-ending or career-limiting. For those with a medical
discharge, options for employment can be restricted by the
need to avoid further cold exposure.
Cold injuries are a recognised hazard of Defence activity.
It is the Commander’s responsibility to reduce the risk and
to ensure adequate supervision of all personnel in their
care. JSP 539 – Heat Illness and Cold Injury: Prevention
and Management, Version 3.0 (May 2017) provides
the main source of guidance for both Defence and
Medical Personnel, with Section 3, Annex A providing a
Commander’s Cold Injury Risk Assessment Checklist.

Key factors that need to be considered include:
• Individual risk factors (see Table, below).
• Environmental conditions and, notably, wind chill.
• Work type, rate and duration.
• Clothing and equipment.

It Could Affect You
There is a wide variation in
human tolerance to cold,
however, all personnel are
vulnerable – it could affect
you or someone close to
you. The Table sets out
some individual risk factors
recognised as having the
potential to contribute to the
condition.

Early Recognition
Prevention is better than cure, and it’s worth taking
seriously. All personnel should be told of the early signs
and symptoms of cold injuries. Use the ‘Buddy Buddy’
system and be aware of the immediate action drill. If one
individual has been affected, there is a high likelihood that
others may also be at risk. JSP 539 sets out details for wider
prevention measures and the requirement for a plan for the
management of such cases, including medical treatment.

Individual Risk Factors Table
Lifestyle / Characteristics

Health

Work Constraints

• Smoking.

• Prior NFCI / FCI.

• Inexperience.

• Alcohol in past 48 hours.

• Hypoxia (deficiency in
the amount of oxygen
reaching the tissues).

• Sleep deprivation or fatigue.

• Inadequate calorie intake.
• Reduced physical fitness.
• Gender (amongst AfricanCaribbeans, females may
be protected more than
males).
• Ethnicity (AfricanCaribbeans may be
at greater risk than
Caucasians (NFCI only).

• Advancing age.
• Systemic infection.
• Hypovolaemia, e.g.
dehydration, trauma
resulting in blood/third
space fluid loss
(i.e. blood loss).
• Hand Arm Vibration
Syndrome.
• Hypothermia Stress
or anxiety (enhancing
vasoconstriction and
sweating).

• Prolonged cold exposure.
• Oscillating low temperatures and/or repeated
exposure.
• Forced convective heat loss, .e.g. wading, swimming,
water sports, winter sports, high wind speeds, travel
in an open-topped vehicle, motorcycling, skidoos,
mountain biking, etc.
• Damp environments and sweating (causing cooling by
evaporation or loss of clothing insulating properties).
• Inadequate clothing (general, or local).
• Constricting clothing (limiting cutaneous blood flow).
• Immobility.
• Upright posture (cutaneous blood flow falls in the
feet; NFCI only).
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Winter Driving & Christmas
Winter road trips, even short ones,
are a great way to enable celebrations
with family and friends. Being
prepared can ensure a safe and happy
time is had by all.
In the UK we have unpredictable weather. Apparently,
it’s all down to the jet streams and ocean currents
which means that British weather is some of the
most changeable on Earth. To paraphrase a Met
Office representative: “the UK is a small island, in
a temperate climate, at a high latitude with one of
the world’s biggest oceans on one side, and a huge
continent on the other which makes it very hard to
predict what the weather will be”.
The implications of this can be worse in winter, so it is
wise to be prepared.
When considering your plans, think through the
following ‘DRIVE’ principles

Road / Route
Have you considered the best route?
Think ahead and consider how best to plan your
journey. Check the local weather forecasts before you
go – will that have an effect on your planned route?
Are there any alternatives if there are hold-ups or
accidents? If you are planning to use a satnav, ensure
it is programmed before you set off and easily visible,
but don’t let it obscure your view of the road.
Be realistic and always allow plenty of time for
your journey, remaining aware that if the weather
conditions or traffic volumes change, this will more
than likely delay you. Include time for breaks,
refuelling and any phone calls.
Statistically, motorways are by far the safest way
from A to B and are maintained to a higher standard
than minor roads, e.g. they are given priority by the
authorities when it comes to gritting during wintry
conditions.

D		 Do you really need to make the journey?
R		 Road / Route. Have you considered the best
		route?
I 		 Individual. Are you feeling fit enough to drive
		 the journey?
V		 Vehicle. Have you checked the condition of
		your vehicle?
E 		 Emergency. Are you prepared in case of an
		emergency?

Do you really need to make
the journey?
The safest drive is the one you don’t make.
Statistically , Road Traffic Accidents (RTAs) are the
second biggest killer within the Armed Forces1.
Think of the options and other means that can get
you to your destination. But if the car remains the
only realistic choice, consider the following points
and what may be needed to keep you and any
passengers safe.

1 Second only to cancer. See: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/605315/20170330_UK_LTA_
Deaths_Official_Statistic_2017_O_Fixed.pdf

Individual
Are you feeling fit enough to drive the journey?
There are well established legal limits in place covering
drink-driving (which are lower in Scotland). It’s worth
a reminder on the dangers of driving the morning
after when, depending upon how much has been
consumed, there may still be sufficient alcohol in your
system to mean it is not safe or legal to drive.
The other big issue, especially for the Military, is
fatigue and maintaining the ability to stay aware
on the road. Research suggests that almost 20% of
accidents on major roads are sleep-related and men
under 30 have the greatest risk of falling asleep
behind the wheel2. Drivers who fall asleep at the
wheel have often tried to fight off drowsiness by
opening a window, or by turning up the radio. This
doesn’t work for long. If you feel tired, stop at a
suitable and safe place and take a break – have a sleep
– even 15 minutes can make a big difference to your
level of alertness.

2 http://think.direct.gov.uk/fatigue.html
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Vehicle
Have you checked the condition of your vehicle?
Regular servicing and maintenance of your vehicle will
reduce the chance of a breakdown. It’s worth doing
regular checks, and particularly before longer winter
journeys, including:
• Are the tyres correctly inflated and with legal tread?
Icy conditions put a lot more strain on tyres and can
cause more blow-outs than milder conditions.
• Are all lights working and clean?
• Is there sufficient screen washer fluid, at a
high enough concentration to ensure that the
windscreen is kept clear and doesn’t freeze on the
screen? Are the wiper blades doing a good enough
job? Remember that air conditioning combined
with heat is highly effective at demisting vehicle
windows. Do you have a decent ice scraper?
• Is the battery reliable? If not think about
replacing it.
• It sounds obvious, but do you have sufficient fuel?
More than 800,000 people run out of fuel whilst
driving each year in the UK, and most of these are
men!3

Emergency
Are you prepared in case of an emergency?
Put an emergency kit in the boot. Include items such
as a warm coat and boots, reflective vest, torch, fully
charged mobile phone, breakdown agency number,
road map, etc. In snowy conditions consider including
a hot drink, food and a spade.
3 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3212222/More-800-000-drivers-yearrun-fuel.html
4 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/think-drink-drive-campaign-targetsyoung-men-digitally-this-christmas

Alcohol and Driving
Alcohol is often part of the many celebrations
which take place at Christmas. The advice
is always make it ‘none for the road’ this
Christmas. The clear view from the police4 is
that if you drink and drive you are breaking
the law, risking your life and the lives of those
around you, and the consequences of doing so
will plague you for the rest of your life.
Research from the National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE) shows a second
drink doubles a driver’s chances of being
involved in a fatality.

Use of Mobile Phones
for Satnav
In personal, non-MOD vehicles, the law is clear
and simple and matches the JSP – you can’t use
your mobile phone if you’re behind the wheel
and your engine is on. However it is possible
to use it to play music, or as a satnav, but there
are restrictions – notably, the mobile phone
must be secured using a suitable device during
its use, and must not be hand-held or adjusted
while driving.
MOD policy on the use of mobile phones is
clear. JSP 800 Vol 5 states that mobile phones
or any type of ‘hands free’ mobile phone
equipment shall not be operated whilst
driving. The JSP also covers use of navigational
equipment / satnavs and sets policy in line
with the legal requirements. The policy states
that these can be used, but that the driver
must remain in full control of the vehicle; that
you have read the instructions for the specific
model and understand how to use the system
safely; and that the equipment is positioned
so that it does not obscure your vision. Finally,
the equipment should be programmed for the
journey whilst the vehicle is parked at rest and
should not be tampered with or adjusted whilst
the vehicle is in motion.
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I’m Dreaming of
a Green Christmas
Did you know that
each year Britons
throw out enough
gift wrap to circle
the globe nine
times?

Santa’s Green Facts

Wrapping Paper

• The Christmas period
generates an estimated 4
million tonnes of waste in
the UK.

In most cases wrapping paper
can be recycled along with your
other paper and collected at the
kerbside. Alternatively it can be
taken to a recycling point. Ensure
to remove any sticky tape.

• Up to 1 billion Christmas
cards could end up in bins
across the UK.
• Around 13,350 tonnes of
glass are thrown out during
the yuletide celebrations.
• About 17.2 million brussel
sprouts are discarded in the
UK every Christmas.
There are some simple steps we
can all take to reduce waste and
protect the environment over the
Christmas period, but still enjoy the
festive season.

Christmas Cards
Try to cut down the amount of
cards you send, perhaps only to
people you won’t be seeing over
the festive season. Alternatively, go
online and send an e-card. They are
easy to make and lots of fun. You
can even upload personal photos.
Keep some of this year’s cards
to turn into next year’s gift tags,
dinner place markers, etc.
Ensure you take unwanted, used
Christmas cards to recycling points
or place them in your kerbside
recycle bin.

However, shiny metallic wrapping
paper is made from metallised
plastic film and this type of
material is not currently recycled.
The scrunch test is a simple way
to determine whether wrapping
paper is made from metallised
plastic film. Simply scrunch the
item in your hand – if it remains
‘scrunched’ it can be recycled;
if it springs back it is probably
metallised plastic film and not
recyclable. A way to ensure you
are buying wrapping paper that
can be recycled is to buy it made of
recycled paper, it can then even be
composted.
Use string or wool to fasten paper
instead of sticky tape.

Cans and Bottles
Ensure your empty cans and bottles
are included in your kerbside
recycling collection (if your local
authority takes them) or taken to
your local recycling point.
Remember to remove the bottle
tops and rinse out the bottles and
cans.
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Buy drinks, like lemonade or beer,
in large containers, rather than
in a lot of small ones. One large
bottle results in less waste than a
lot of small cans and it’s generally
more economical.

Christmas Trees

Contributed by Simon Morriss

SAFETY

Radiation
Protection
Leakage Testing

Contact your local authority
to check if it has a scheme for
recycling trees to produce mulch,
or better still, buy one with roots
and plant it in the garden to use it
next year.

Christmas Shopping
Try to buy goods with a minimum
of packaging.
Try to buy food and drink
packaged in materials that can be
recycled in your area.
Always use a reusable shopping
bag or reuse plastic bags. Don’t
accept (or pay for) bags that you
don’t need.
Rather than throwing old gifts
and toys away, re-use and recycle
them by donating to a local charity
shop or use freecycle.org – an
organisation that re-enters old
goods into the community.
Try to buy local in order to reduce
your carbon footprint.

Heating
Turn down the heat before the
guests arrive for the Christmas
party – this will save energy while
the extra body heat of your guests
will warm up the room.

The MOD currently holds many thousands of various
types of chemical agent detectors containing electrodeposited Nickel-63 sources. These include Chemical
Agent Monitors (CAMs), Col Pro CAMs and Manportable
Chemical Agent Detectors (MCADs). The current policy
for leak testing these instruments is detailed in Leaflet
20, Vol 2 of MOD’s Joint Service Publication (JSP) 392
entitled “Management of Radiation Protection in
Defence”. This policy is summarised in Dstl Radiation
Information Sheet No. 4 and stipulates that unless these
instruments are contained in their hermetically sealed foil
bags, they should be subjected to a leakage test at least
every two years.
This is achieved through using a filter paper to take a
wipe around the area(s) of the instrument identified
in the risk assessment as being the most likely to
accumulate contamination should a leakage of the
source occur. The filter papers are then returned to
Dstl laboratories for assessment using liquid scintillation
counting.
The Dstl Radiation Information Sheet No.4 can be found
on the Dstl Radiation Protection Advice web page. This
document provides detailed instructions for the leakage
testing of the CAM, Col Pro CAM, MCAD and also
the 1623A Natural Uranium Check Source. Directions
on sending the filter paper wipes to Dstl for analysis
are also covered. The web page provides a wealth of
other radiation protection information such as risk
assessments, upcoming training courses and “print off”
labels and signs.
If the leakage test is passed, Dstl will issue a leakage test
certificate to the holding unit which must accompany
the equipment. Several instances have occurred where
detectors have been back-loaded through the stores
system with an out-of-date certificate or no certificate at
all. Also, radiation protection advisory visits carried out
by Dstl have found that units have let leakage certificates
lapse beyond the two year limit.
For further advice on leak testing, please call the Dstl
Army Radiation Protection Advisor on 9380 68142 or
01980 956090.

Most Importantly
Don’t forget to collect all that
reindeer poo and put it on your
garden!!!
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Contacts and Further Information
To convert the following Mil numbers to Civ, dial 01264 88 and then add the last 4 digits.
CESO(A)

Defence AIB

CESO(A) – Col Andrew Lambert

9 4393 7051

Defence AIB (Land) 24hr Duty Number

030 6798 6587

DCESO(A) – Lt Col Richard Thorpe

9 4393 6791

DAIB Hd – Gp Capt Andy Bastable

01252 533530

SO1 H&S – Vacant

9 4393 7060

DAIB DepHd – Col (Retd) David Challes

01264 382432

SO1 Safety Management – Martyn Cox

9 4393 7058

DAIB LAND Snr Ops – Lt Col (Retd) Ranald Blue

030 679 86590

SO2 Lessons – Vacant

9 4393 6794

DAIB LAND Ops1 – Vacant

030 679 86588

SO1 Audit – Lt Col (Retd) Ian Tennent

9 4393 7627

DAIB LAND Ops2 – Maj (Retd) Andy Neary

030 679 86589

SO2 EP&SD – Simon Morriss

9 4393 7624

DAIB LAND Ops3 – Capt Ian Milton

030 679 86591

SO2 Comms – Sharon Foster

9 4393 7037

DAIB LAND Ops4 – Vacant

CESO FAX (Mil)

9 4393 7607

DAIB LAND Ops5 – WO1 Lee Fairbanks

030 679 86592

DAIB LAND SIB – WO1 John Horne

030 679 86593

DAIB LAND Snr Eng – Maj Kendal-Reid

030 679 82529
030 679 82533

AINC

TBC

AINC Contact Point

9 6770 3661

DAIB LAND Eng1 – WO1(ASM) Andrew Wrend

OIC AINC – Adam Neale

9 4393 7644

DAIB FAX (Mil)

AINC FAX (Mil)

9 4393 6889

Army Safety

9 4391 7551

CESO-Army

Army
Knowledge
eXchange

British
Army
Safety
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